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Poems 
Abstract 
FAMILY, FOLK VISION 
This journal article is available in Kunapipi: https://ro.uow.edu.au/kunapipi/vol11/iss2/15 
John Haynes 
FAMILY 
My wife, sah, she go work for you for house, 
sweep sah, for you, wash plate, she go iron. 
My pickin dem dey fit go come carry ting: 
na beer, na milk. Sah, mastah, you deh alone... 
So they arrived, their bundles on their heads; 
the breasty daughter and the little tattered 
boys with silver skulls; bowls, bed timbers, 
sacks, the big chested dogs that bayed at night, 
and which at dawn Tarn the man led off to hunt. 
His wife hacked up logs for cooking with an axe 
swung high and thwucked in close beside her toes. 
Com was spread out to dry like yellow rugs. 
First light was the crack back of their padlock, 
bashings of buckets, taps, grass hissing, krorks, 
of hens, the children's giggles in the walls, 
and then the brush's itch and itch across the porch. 
They themselves I hardly ever saw. 
There'd be the washed up dishes left to shine. 
And over the thorns, with seams like millipedes, 
spreadeagled trousers that I didn't know were mine. 
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FOLK VISION 
Shot of trousered aliens. Then him: 
Grammarless Man: the bare feet on the bough. 
Them again: moving through his cocoa plants. 
Him: blurring beyond leaves. Them: climbing 
up the tree house rope into his stare. 
Gold. Gold. Look, their nugget. 
'Go/ he says, 'You, you go.' 
Of course they don't. And natives get them. 
Then there are straining whites of eyes 
against gags. And drums going. 
But they are us and he must save them in the end. 
He must trapeze against the glittering and pouring leaves 
like dreaming from that umbilical liana. 
His Australian crawl must crash across the river. 
He must kill the crocodile, summon up the herds, 
and then vault the stockade, yelling out of the sky, 
his nakedness invulnerable, as the drums cut. 
Under the screaming tusks the huts disintegrate. 
Next day, changed, washed in the stream, in turn 
they're thanking him. Shot of his plantation. 
Their aircraft struggling upwards in its iron 
and the curtains are being drawn, light on, 
chair turning solid again as THE END 
largens in the sky and the speck of them's 
still vanishing away into faces 
like reflected spirits on the screen. 
Spirits slipping at the rims of mugs. 
And deepest down their cocoa tastes of home. 
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